GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES

1. Nouns

- **Definite Article**
  - *El* (masculine singular) or *La* (feminine singular), followed by the noun in the singular.
  - *Los* (masculine plural) or *Las* (feminine plural), followed by the noun in the plural.

2. Pronouns

- **Personal Pronouns**
  - *Yo* (I)
  - *Tú* (you)
  - *Él* (he)
  - *Ella* (she)
  - *Nosotros* (we)
  - *Vosotros* (you)
  - *Ellos* (they)
  - *Ellas* (they)

3. Verbs

- **Regular Verbs**
  - *Irregular Verbs**
  - *Ser* (to be)
  - *Hacer* (to do)
  - *Poder* (to can)

4. Adjectives

- **Definite and Indefinite Adjectives**
  - *El* (masculine singular) or *La* (feminine singular), followed by the noun in the singular.
  - *Los* (masculine plural) or *Las* (feminine plural), followed by the noun in the plural.

5. Prepositions

- **Common Prepositions**
  - *En* (in)
  - *Por* (for)
  - *Con* (with)

6. Conjunctions

- **Common Conjunctions**
  - *Y* (and)
  - *O** (or)

7. Adverbs

- **Common Adverbs**
  - *Muy* (very)
  - *Bueno* (good)

8. Interjections

- **Common Interjections**
  - *Oh* (oh)
  - *Ay* (ay)

9. Phrases

- **Common Phrases**
  - *¿Cómo estás?* (How are you?)
  - *Te veo pronto.* (See you soon.)

10. Dialogue

    - *Tú* (you)
    - *Mamá* (mother)
    - *Papá* (father)

11. Grammar Exercises

    - Practice writing and speaking in Spanish.
    - Review grammar rules for more effective language acquisition.

12. Spanish Vocabulary

    - *Perro* (dog)
    - *Gato* (cat)
    - *Casa* (house)

13. Grammar Notes

    - *El* (masculine singular) or *La* (feminine singular), followed by the noun in the singular.
    - *Los* (masculine plural) or *Las* (feminine plural), followed by the noun in the plural.
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